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Top 1% Income Share: English-Speaking Countries

41Atkinson, Piketty, and Saez: Top Incomes in the Long Run of History

Moreover, it was before the 1950–51 com-
modity price boom that affected top shares 
in Australia, New Zealand, and Singapore.

If we start with the top 1 percent—the 
group on which attention is commonly 
focused and which is depicted on figures 
8–11—then we can see from table 6  that the 
shares of total gross income are strikingly 
similar when we take account of the possible 
margins of error. There are eighteen coun-
tries for which we have estimates. If we take 
10 percent as the central value (the median 
is in fact around 10.8), then twelve of the 
eighteen lie within the range 8 to 12 percent 
(i.e., with an error margin of ± 20 percent). 
In countries as diverse as India, Norway, 
France, New Zealand, and the United States, 
the top 1 percent had on average between 

eight to twelve times average income. Three 
countries were only just below 8 percent: 
Japan, Finland, and Sweden. The countries 
above the range were Ireland, Argentina, 
and (colonial) Indonesia. The top 1 percent 
is of course just one point on the distribu-
tion. If we look at the top 0.1 percent, shown 
in table 6  for eighteen countries (Portugal 
replacing Finland), then we find that again 
twelve lie within a (± 20 percent) range 
around 3.25 percent from 2.6  to 3.9 percent. 
Leaving out the three outliers at each end, 
the top 0.1 percent had between twenty-six 
and thirty-nine times the average income. 

We also report in table 6  the inverse 
Pareto–Lorenz coefficients β associated to 
the upper tail of the observed distribution 
in the various countries in 1949 and 2005. 
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Figure 8. Top 1 Percent Share: English Speaking Countries (U-shaped), 1910–2005

Source: Atkinson and Piketty (2007, 2010).
Atkinson, Piketty, Saez 2011



Level and Composition of U.S. Top 0.1% Income Share
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Occupations and National Income Shares of Top One Percent
of U.S. Households, 1979 – 2005

Bakija, Cole and Heim 2012
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Assignment Models

Assignment models

• Introduced by Nobel Laureate Jan Tinbergen in the 1950s

• ‘Popularized’ by Sattinger’s widely cited 1993 JEL survey

Defining feature: Indivisibilities among factors of production

• If the amounts of two matching factors cannot be shifted across

different units of production

• Then factors are not necessarily paid their marginal products in the

standard sense

• It’s possible for the wage paid to a given worker to rise or fall due to

changes in the distribution of ability of other workers...

• ...without any change in the productive attributes of that worker or

in the value of her output



Sattinger ’73 ECMA: “Comparative Advantage and the
Distributions of Earnings and Abilities”

“This paper constructs a model of the allocation of workers to

jobs. The intention is to find the minimum requirements for

the distribution of earnings to be different from the distribution

of abilities. It is not necessary to depart from the assumptions

of perfect competition or marginal productivity wage

determination. All that is required is that there be comparative

advantage in the performance of tasks by individuals.”



Sattinger ’73 ECMA: “Comparative Advantage and the
Distributions of Earnings and Abilities”

Three big ideas in Sattinger

1 In a conventional skills market, dist’n of wages directly proportional
to the dist’n of skill

• Sattinger wants to find competitive settings where this is not the case

2 In Sattinger’s model, allocation of workers to jobs indivisible from
earnings dist’n

• What you earn does depend on where you work

3 Key condition: Comparative advantage.

• With comparative advantage, earnings depends on ability &

assignment

• Assignment magnifies importance of ability

• Dist’n of earnings may be far more skewed than the distribution of

underlying abilities – and never the reverse

See also Rosen 1981 AER “The Economics of Superstars”
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Evolution of U.S. CEO Pay, 1937 – 2013

Frydman, 2016
Note: logarithmic y-scale



Inequality Among U.S. CEOs 1937 - 2013

Frydman, 2016
Note: logarithmic y-scale



Q: How Much of Dist’n of CEO Pay Determined by Dist’n of
Ability vs Comparative Advantage (i.e., Assignment)?

Q: How much of the inequality of CEO pay is due to CEO ability

versus the structure of comparative advantage (i.e., assignment)?

Model structure

• Two factors of production a and b

• Worker quality is denoted as a

• Firm quality is denoted by b, which will be referred to as firm ‘size’

Three core assumptions

1 One-dimensional quality of factors

2 Continuity of quality distributions

3 Complementarity between the qualities of factors



Terviö 2008: Setup

Setup

• Production function is continuous, strictly increasing in a and b

• Positive cross-partial between a and b: complements

• Efficiency requires positive assortative matching (supermodularity)

• Write the production function without loss of generality as

Y (a, b) = a · b

Notation

• Order abilities by quantile so that a [i ] is the ability of the the i th

quantile individual, with a′ [i ] > 0

• Denote the distribution function by Fa

• Profile of a is defined by

a [i ] = a ↔ Fa (a) = i



Equilibrium Conditions

Two equilibrium conditions

1 Sorting constraint—no worker/firm pair wish to rematch

2 Incentive compatibility (participation) constraint—all workers and

firms earn at least their outside option

Y (a [i ] , b [i ])− w [i ] ≥ Y (a [j ] , b [i ])− w [j ] ∀i , j ∈ [0, 1] SC (i , j)

Y (a [i ] , b [i ])− w [i ] ≥ π0 ∀i ∈ [0, 1] PC b [i ]

w [i ] > w0 ∀i ∈ [0, 1] PC a [i ]

Assume that π0 and w0 are same for all units

• Lowest active pair breaks even

Y (a [0] , b [0]) = π0 + w0

• Sufficient cond’n: outside options increase more slowly along the

profile than do superstar options



Equilibrium Conditions

Simplifying the sorting constraints

• With n workers and n firms, there are 2n! sorting constraints

• But most constraints are redundant – why?



Equilibrium Conditions

Simplifying the sorting constraints

• With n workers and n firms, there are 2n! sorting constraints

• Most constraints are redundant since for i ≥ j ≥ k,

SC (i , j) + SC (j , k) implies SC (i , k)

The binding constraints are therefore

1 Marginal sorting constraints—so firms don’t want to hire next best

worker

2 Participation constraints of the lowest types



Equilibrium Conditions

Order binding sorting constraints and use continuity of i

Y (a [i ] , b [i ])− Y (a [i − ε] , b [i ])

ε
≥ w [i ]− w [i − ε]

ε
.

• Becomes an equality as ε→ 0, yields slope of wage profile

w ′ [i ] = Ya (a [i ] , b [i ]) a′ [i ]

where Ya is the partial derivative

• To get full wage profile, integrate over the profile and add in the

binding participation constraint

w [i ] = w0 +

∫ i

0

Ya (a [j ] , b [j ]) a′ [j ] d [j ]



Equilibrium Conditions

• Could equivalently be written in terms of workers choosing firms

rather than firms choosing workers

π′ [i ] = Yb (a [i ] , b [i ]) b′ [i ]

π [i ] = π0 +

∫ i

0

Yb (a [j ] , b [j ]) b′ [j ] d [j ]

• Conditions also imply that y = π + w at each firm

• An extremely tight set of constraints on the problem

• Wages and profits of each factor depend at quantile i depend on the

full profile of factors from quantile 0 to i − ε



The Matching Graph

Drawing the matching graph: multiplicative case (WLOG)

• Output accruing from matching a worker of ability a and a firm of

ability b is a× b: a rectangle in a Cartesian graph

• Let a = ϕ (b) , defined by a [Fb (b) = {(a, b) st.Fa (a) = Fb (b)}]
with slope

ϕ′ (b) = a′ [Fb (b)] fb (b) =
a′ [i ]

b′ [i ]

∣∣∣∣
i=Fb(b)

• ϕ (b) is strictly increasing in b, and the slope is given by the relative

steepness of a and b at each quantile i



Wage Setting in the Assignment Model

Terviö, 2008



Some Observations on Equilibrium

1 There is no bargaining in this model

• Why?
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1 There is no bargaining in this model

• Why? Due to the continuity of the distribution of both factors

• If there was a jump at some point in the profile of one factor, all of

the surplus would go to the factor with the jump



Some Observations on Equilibrium

1 There is no bargaining in this model

• Why? Due to the continuity of the distribution of both factors

• If there was a jump at some point in the profile of one factor, all of

the surplus would go to the factor with the jump

2 Payments to factors are only affected by the quality of those
below them in the ranking

• Why?



Some Observations on Equilibrium

1 There is no bargaining in this model

• No bargaining due to the continuity of the distribution of both

factors

• If there was a jump at some point in the profile of one factor, all of

the surplus would go to the factor with the jump

2 Payments to factors are only affected by the quality of those
below them in the ranking

• Binding constraint on each worker or firm is that the quality/price of

the worker/firm just below it in the distribution

3 The productivity characteristics a and b are essentially ordinal



Some Observations on Equilibrium

1 There is no bargaining because of the continuity of the

distribution of both factors

2 Payments to factors are only affected by the quality of those

below them in the ranking

3 The productivity characteristics a and b are essentially ordinal

• Any increasing transformation of the scale of measurement for a

factor’s quality combined with the inverse change in the functional

form of the production function changes nothing substantive

• In this sense Y (a [i ] , b [i ]) = a [i ]× b [i ] is a general functional

form—so long as we are assuming supermodularity



Some Observations on Equilibrium

Q: How is this model different from the canonical model of skill

supply and demand?

1 MP

2 Indivisibilities/assignment

3 Substitutability



CEO Pay and Firm Market Value in 2004

Terviö, 2008



Applying this Model to CEO Pay—Issues

1 Surplus created by CEO-firm interaction is unobserved. Market

value of the firm is affected by the current CEO and by expectations

of future productivity. Firm size, an outcome, cannot be treated as

the b variable

2 Part of the market value of the firm reflects the value of capital that

can be readily transferred/resold among firms. This capital is not

indivisible and so is not part of the surplus in Y (·)
3 Current market value of a firm depends on the quality of the current

CEO and the quality of past and (in expectation) future CEOs

4 Productivity tends to grow over time, and the expectation of growth

affects current market value

5 The distribution of CEO ability and latent (exogenously determined)

firm size (not market value) can change over time

6 Outside options may shift



Applying this Model to CEO Pay—Assumptions

1 The distribution of a [i ] and b [i ] are time invariant

2 Productivity grows deterministically at rate g at all firms (that’s why

the scaling lemma is needed)

3 The value of outside options grow at rate g . Terviö uses values

between 0.2 and 0.025

4 Discount rate is constant. Uses values between 0.08 and 0.05

5 The impact of past and future CEO quality on current firm

performance decays at a constant rate ατ+1 = ατλ/ (1 + λ) . λ

determines the decay rate. With λ→∞, only the current CEO

affects contemporaneous earnings. Terviö uses values between ∞
and 0.1

6 Adjustable capital must earn market rate of return: subtracted from

Y . Terviö assumes that the gross surplus has constant elasticity θ

with respect to adjustable capital. Sets share of adjustable capital in

Y at values between 0 and 0.8



Hypothetical Effect on Surplus (and CEO Pay) of Replacing
All Firms with Median Firm, Holding CEO Ability Fixed

Terviö, 2008
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Hypothetical Effect on Surplus (and CEO Pay) of Replacing
All Firms with Smallest Firm, Holding CEO Ability Fixed

Terviö, 2008



Hypothetical Effect on Surplus (and CEO pay) of Replacing All
Firms with Largest Firm, Holding CEO Ability Fixed

Terviö, 2008



Inferred Relative Ability of CEO 750, 500, 250, and 1, Relative
to Lowest Ranked (#1,000) CEO

Terviö, 2008



Are Wages Equal to Marginal Products?

“It would be incorrect to say that factors earn their marginal

productivity by the usual definition of marginal productivity,

because the increase in output if the individual of ability a[i ]

were to increase in ability is proportional to b[i ]. But if she

were to increase in ability, then, in equilibrium, she would also

move up in the ranking and be matched with a higher b—and

other individuals would have to move down and experience a

decrease in productivity...The relevant margin here is whether

an individual will participate in the industry or not—and if not,

then the effect of the resulting rearrangement of remaining

individuals is part of the marginal product.”



Valuing a Talent’s Marginal Product

Consider hypothetical case where highest ability worker, index a [1],

falls in ability to equal lowest ability worker a [0]

• This “demotion” means that each firm other than b [0] will have to

match with a slightly lower ranked worker

• Previously, total output was equal to:

Y =

∫ 1

0

Y (a [j ] , b [j ]) d [j ]

• Now, each firm except for the lowest ranked firm b [0] pairs w/

slightly lower quality worker

∆Y [j ] ≡ Y [j ]− Ŷ [j ] = Y (a [j ] , b [j ])− Y (a [j − ε] , b [j ]) . (1)

• Note that a [·] continues to refer to the values of a in the original

distribution, not the new distribution



What is the Loss in Output?

• Dividing equation (1) by ε and letting ε→ 0, we take the limit of

∆Y [j ]

ε
=

Y (a [j ] , b [j ])− Y (a [j − ε] , b [j ])

ε

to get

Y ′ [j ] = Ya (a [j ] , b [j ]) a′ [j ]

• Integrate over the full distribution of units to obtain the total loss in

output:

∆Y =

∫ 1

0

Ya (a [j ] , b [j ]) a′ [j ] d [j ]

This is the net reduction in output caused by worker a [1]′ s demotion



Are Wages Equal to Marginal Products?

Compare reduction in output to the change in the wage bill

• The wage of the previously highest ability worker falls from

w [1] = w0 +

∫ 1

0

Ya (a [j ] , b [j ]) a′ [j ] d [j ]

to

ŵ [1] = w0

• The change in the wage for worker a [1] is

w [1]− ŵ [1] = w0 +

∫ 1

0

Ya (a [j ] , b [j ]) a′ [j ] d [j ]− w0

=

∫ 1

0

Ya (a [j ] , b [j ]) a′ [j ] d [j ]

Identical to fall in total output, ∆Y , confirming Terviö’s claim



CEO Pay Increasing in Firm Size, Performance Sensitivity of
Pay Decreasing

Gabaix 2016

Xavier Gabaix     195

Gabaix, and Landier (2009) and Edmans and Gabaix (2011). One result is that 
pay in the aggregate is all about rewarding talent, not about paying for risk and 
incentives (which affect pay in the cross-section, not in the aggregate). In the 
aggregate, the reward to talent fully governs the level of expected pay; incentive 
issues are quite secondary and simply pin down the form of pay, like what frac-
tion is in fixed or variable pay, not its level. For instance, if some firms are riskier 
than others, they need to reward their CEOs more (a cross-sectional effect). But 
if all firms become riskier, the level of pay does not budge (there is no aggre-
gate effect). Hence from that perspective, the rise in pay is all about talent, 
not incentives.

Optimization and Transfer of Power Laws
Optimization provides a useful way to obtain power laws. For instance, the 

Allais–Baumol–Tobin rule for the demand for money (which scales as i −1/2, where i 
is the interest rate), is a power law (Allais 1947; Baumol and Tobin 1989). The first 
scaling relation in economics—and, not coincidentally, the first nontrivial empir-
ical success in economics—may be Hume’s thought experiment that doubling the 

Figure 5 
CEO Pay and CEO Pay–Performance Sensitivity versus Firm Size

Source: The data and methodology is from Edmans, Gabaix, and Landier (2009), for the years 1994–2008.  

Years are lumped together by reporting ln    
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Notes: Left panel: The CEO compensation is the ex ante one, including Black–Scholes value of options 
granted. The slope is about 1/3, a reflection of Roberts’s law: Pay ~ Sizeb with b ≃ 1/3. Right panel: The 
pay–performance sensitivity (PPS) is the Jensen–Murphy measure: by how many dollars does the CEO 
wealth change, for a given dollar change in firm value. The slope is about −2/3, so that PPS ~ Sizeb−1 with 
b ≃ 1/3. The congruence between the scalings is predicted by the Edmans, Gabaix, Landier (2009) model.
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U.S. CEOs Are Paid More than in Other Countries (2006)

Fernandes, Ferreira, Matos and Muphy 2009



U..S. CEO Pay Tracks Market Capitalization, 1970 - 2004

Gabaix and Landier, 2006



But this Relationship Does Not Hold Over the Longer Run

Frydman, 2016
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Superstars vs Mediocrities

Sattinger/Rosen assume that talent is known to the market

• With full info, wages paid to talent likely to be efficient

Terviö 2009: how does talent become known? Two observations

1 To be ‘discovered,’ one must first ‘audition’

• In the Terviö model, knowledge about worker quality is a joint

output of production

• Richard Caves: “Nobody Knows” property—one cannot evaluate

talent without putting it to use

• Implies that there is real resource cost to discovering talent—capital

or just attention

2 The person (or firm) that discovers the talent does not necessarily

have the ability to capture the full value of that talent discovery

A setting with (1) and (2) may generate market inefficiencies



A Toy Example—But the Full Model is Awesome

Consider a market for movie stars

1 Talent

1 Talent θi of movie star i is ex ante unknown

2 Talent distribution is θ ∼ U [0, 100]: E [θ] = 50 and

E [θ|θ ≥ ψ] = 50 + ψ/2

2 Production

1 Cost c of making a movie is $4, 000K

2 Quality of movie produced is equal to talent of star: Y (θi ) = θi

3 Quality of movie and hence θi is publicly observed



A Toy Example

1 Talent

1 Talent θi of movie star i is ex ante unknown

2 Talent distribution is θ ∼ U [0, 100]

2 Production

1 Cost c of making a movie is $4, 000K

2 Quality of movie produced is equal to talent of star: Y (θi ) = θi

3 Quality of movie and hence θi is publicly observed

3 Careers

1 Careers are T ≤ 16 periods

2 Stars’ outside option is w0i = 0 for all i

4 Market structure

1 Demand for movies is downward sloping

2 Free entry of movie firms into the industry

3 Everyone is risk neutral



Solution Concept

Solution approach

1 Solve for output price P where firms break even from making movies

2 Solve for threshold θ∗ where novices stay in industry—become

veterans

3 Calculate wages, quality, retention, etc.

Two cases

1 Workers cannot borrow to enter industry and cannot sign indentured

servitude contracts

2 Workers can borrow to enter industry



Case 1: No Worker Borrowing, No Indentured Servitude

Output price

• Competitive free entry: P∗ allows movie-making firms to break even

• P∗ : P × E [Y ]− 4, 000K = 0 where E [Y ] = 50

• Implies that P∗ = 80K

Retention threshold

• All novices with θi ≥ 50 become veterans: 50% of novices are

retained

• Why?



Case 1: No Worker Borrowing, No Indentured Servitude

Output price

• Competitive free entry: P∗ allows movie-making firms to break even

• P∗ : P × E [Y ]− 4, 000K = 0 where E [Y ] = 50

• Implies that P∗ = 80K

Retention threshold

• All novices with θi ≥ 50 become veterans: 50% of novices are

retained

• Why? Because in expectation they produce weakly better movies

than the random novice



Case 1: No Worker Borrowing, No Indentured Servitude

Quality of movies

• Average veteran movie quality E [Y |Vet] = E [θ|θ ≥ θ∗] = 75

• If 50% of novices are fired, then 2 must be hired in each period to

maintain steady state employment

• The fraction of novices in the industry is...
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Quality of movies

• Average veteran movie quality E [Y |Vet] = E [θ|θ ≥ θ∗] = 75

• If 50% of novices are fired, then 2 must be hired in each period to

maintain steady state employment

• The fraction of novices in the industry is

Pr [Novice] =
Novices

Novices+Vets
=

1/ (1− θ∗)
1/ (1− θ∗) + 15

=
2

17
= 0.118

• Average movie quality is...



Case 1: No Worker Borrowing, No Indentured Servitude

Quality of movies

• Average veteran movie quality E [Y |Vet] = E [θ|θ ≥ θ∗] = 75

• If 50% of novices are fired, then 2 must be hired in each period to

maintain steady state employment

• The fraction of novices in the industry is

Pr [Novice] =
Novices

Novices+Vets
=

1/ (1− θ∗)
1/ (1− θ∗) + 15

=
2

17
= 0.118

• Average movie quality is

E [Y ] = (1− 0.118)× E [θ|Vet] + 0.118× E [θ|Novice]

= (1− 0.118)× 70 + 0.118× 50

= 72



Case 1: No Worker Borrowing, No Indentured Servitude

Earnings of movie stars

• Expected career earnings of a veteran is

15× (P∗ × {E [θi |θi ≥ θ∗]} − 4, 000) = 30, 000K

• Top lifetime wage in the industry is

15× (P∗ × 100− 4, 000) = 60, 000K

• Expected lifetime earnings (rents) for a novice are...



Case 1: No Worker Borrowing, No Indentured Servitude

Earnings of movie stars

• Expected career earnings of a veteran is

15× (P∗ × {E [θi |θi ≥ θ∗]} − 4, 000) = 30, 000K

• Top lifetime wage in the industry is

15× (P∗ × 100− 4, 000) = 60, 000K

• Expected lifetime earnings (rents) for a novice are therefore(
1− 50

100

)
× 30, 000 = 15, 000K

Expected value of being randomly chosen to make a movie is

$15, 000K = rents. But that’s not the biggest cost



Superstars vs Mediocrities

Case 1 Case 2

Constrained Unconstrained

Quality of talent

Talent threshold θ∗ 50

E [θ|Veteran] 75

Pr[Novice] 12%

E [θ|Incumbent] 72

Average movie quality 72

Wages and Output Prices

Talent price P∗ $80K

Top wage P∗ × 100− $4, 000 $4M

E [Career earnings|Vet] $30M

Wage of novice $0

E [Rents|Novice] $15M



Case 2: Workers Can Pay to Make a Movie

• Assume that novices pay $1, 500K to make first movie

• Output price

• Competitive free entry: P∗ allows movie-making firms to break even

• P∗ : P × E [Y ]− 4, 000K + 1, 500K = 0 where E [Y ] = 50.

• Implies that P∗ = 50K

• Retention threshold

• θ∗ : P∗ × θ∗ − 4, 000K = 0. θ∗ = 80

• Notice retention threshold is now higher because novices pay to

make movies

• Tougher industry for vets!



Case 2: Workers Can Pay to Make a Movie

Quality of movies

• Average veteran movie quality E [Y |Vet] = E [θ|θ ≥ 80] = 90

• If 80% of novices are fired, then 5 must be hired in each period to

maintain steady state employment

• The fraction of novices in the industry is...



Case 2: Workers Can Pay to Make a Movie

Quality of movies

• Average veteran movie quality E [Y |Vet] = E [θ|θ ≥ 80] = 90

• If 80% of novices are fired, then 5 must be hired in each period to

maintain steady state employment

• The fraction of novices in the industry is

Pr [Novice] =
Novices

Novices+Vets
=

1/ (1− θ∗)
1/ (1− θ∗) + 15

=
5

20
= 0.25

• Average movie quality is

E [Y ] = (1− 0.25)× E [θ|Vet] + 0.25× E [θ|Novice]

= 0.75× 90 + 0.25× 50

= 80



Case 2: Workers Can Pay to Make a Movie

Earnings of movie stars

• Expected career earnings of a veteran is

= 15× (P∗ × {E [θi |θi ≥ θ∗]} − 4, 000)

= 15× (50× 90− 4, 000)

= 15× 50 = 7, 500K

• Top lifetime wage in the industry is

15× (50× 100− 4, 000) = 15, 000K

• Expected lifetime earnings (rents) for a novice are...



Case 2: Workers Can Pay to Make a Movie

Earnings of movie stars

• Expected career earnings of a veteran is

15× (P∗ × {E [θi |θi ≥ θ∗]} − 4, 000) = 7, 500K

• Top lifetime wage in the industry is

15× (50× 100− 4, 000) = 15, 000K

• Expected lifetime earnings (rents) for a novice are therefore

=

(
1− θ

100

)
× 7, 500K − 1, 500K

= 0.2× 7, 500K − 1, 500K

= 0

Expected value of being randomly chosen to make a movie is $0.

No rents



Superstars vs Mediocrities

Case 1 Case 2

Constrained Unconstrained

Quality of talent

Talent threshold θ∗ 50 80

E [θ|Veteran] 75 90

Pr[Novice] 12% 25%

E [θ|Incumbent] 72 80

Average movie quality 72 80

Wages and Output Prices

Talent price P∗ $80K $50K

Top wage P∗ × 100− $4, 000 $4M $1M

E [Career earnings|Vet] $30M $7.5M

Wage of novice $0 −$1.5M

E [Rents|Novice] $15M $0M



“Has Beens”—Use Retained Rents to Subsidize Failing Careers

Terviö 2007 



Observations

1 How much of the labor market is a ‘Talent’ market versus a ‘skills’
market? Distinguish three forces:

• Skills

• Comparative advantage

• Assignment

2 How much of talent scarcity is a problem of scarce discovery versus
intrinsic scarcity?

• Talent can receive large rents even when that talent is mediocre

• Ex-post realization of known talent may induce artificial scarcity

• See Pallais’ 2014 AER paper — takes Mediocrities paper as starting

point

3 Claim: Talent is not scarce. But discovery of talent is costly



What is Marko Terviö’s secret. . . Could it be the Umlauts?
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